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Types of combs:
Larger teeth on the comb = less tension = looser tension = less expansion

Smaller teeth = tighter tension 

Curvature: Typically for the hard to reach angles to align with the head shape

Tapering Comb:

Types of brushes:

Boar bristle:
Natural boar hair, gentle on the hair, redistributes the natural oil throughout the hair boosting 
shine and offers tighter tension.

Nylon bristle/Plastic:
Synthetic made with nylon, will help dry the hair faster.  Double bristle; one short and one 
long (these can tear the hair). The nylon offers a grip to help aid the guidance of the hair in 
the direction to be wrapped.

Metal:
Brushes are usually mixed with other material such as plastic or nylon.  The metal assists in 
heating up the curl with a blow dryer.

Vented: 
Barrel vented are for faster drying allowing hair to travel through with less tension.

To achieve stronger curl- hair must go around the brush 1 1/2 times.
To achieve straighter hair- use more tension.

Brush makes curl- 1 1/2-2x its diameter, extra large round brush- no curl, just wave

The ideal brush would be a mixture of nylon and natural bristle's.  Natural bristle's alone can 
be too weak for tangles.  The coarser the hair the stronger the bristle's need to be.

Paddle:
Paddle brushes are best for detangling.  The air padded base ensures a soft brush every-
time.

Finishing Tools
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Denman:
7 row  1/4 crest
9 row  1/2 crest
A denman brush is a tool of choice for consistent tension, smooths hair and adds shine

Round brush:

Type of round brush is determined by the length and texture of hair and also the arc recom-
mended.  When trying to achieve a strong curl, the hair must wrap around the brush at least 1 
1/2 times.  

Finishing Tools con't.
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Brush in your right hand (if right handed).  Slice the hair with your right pinky finger, slicing 
only the length and width of your brush.  If you are too specific with your slices and sections, 
this may create an inconsistent style.  

Place your brush on the bottom of the hair slice, placing the dryer on top of the slice of hair.  
Arms are parallel to the floor, dryer is aiming at your chest.

To polish the ends:
When you reach the bottom of the hair, aim the dryer at the floor while you spin over and over 
at the ends.  Remove the heat while you continue to spin your brush.  

To create an arc:
Rock your brush away from you, the more lift or arc needed the more you rock your brush 
away from you.  Taking into consideration the head shape from the occipital to the crown, 
your arc needs to be in there.  Blow dryer will always follow the brush for a smooth finish.

Unwanted finishing:
If the hair becomes frizzy, this means that over drying occurred with not enough spinning of 
the ends of the hair.  More consistency is needed.

If the hair is styled and unwanted curvatures are seen - This is created by the elevation with 
your arms, angle of the heat on the brush or not moving the brush and dryer together.  To 
correct these unwanted curvatures, go back and over direct the hair to the opposite direc-
tion.

Logistics of Finishing
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KEEP YOUR SHEARS DRY
Shears should be washed with hot soapy water and sprayed with a disinfectant after each 
guest. Remove all moisture before storing, moisture can cause corrosion. Never store your 
shears in a plastic case as plastic holds moisture and will cause your shears to rust.

OILING YOUR SHEARS
Oil your shears EVERY DAY. By oiling them, you keep lubrication on the pivot area, where the 
shears rub constantly. Also, it will help keep hair from clogging the threads around the screw, 
this will cause the shear to feel sluggish and lose the NEW feeling. 

REPAIRING YOUR SHEARS
Accidents can happen. If you drop your shears you may nick or chip the blade. When hair 
hits a nick of chip, the blades will lose all efficiency from the damaged area to the tips of 
the blades. Instead of  a smooth slicing motion, you will get a sliding motion. The damaged 
area’s become larger with repeated use. DON’T FOOL YOURSELF!
Have your shears professionally repaired as soon as possible.

REPLACING MISSING SILENCER’S (STOPPERS)
Silencer’s often fall out from between your shear handles. This will cause your tips to cross, 
allowing your shears to become out of balance. Changing the silencer is a simple and inex-
pensive. To ensure a silencer will stay in place, a drop of super glue will help prevent this 
from happening again. You may also order these parts.

HAVE YOUR SHEARS SHARPENED
Do not let just anyone off the street sharpen your shears. Most sharpeners use course grind-
ers, which heat and remove a great deal of metal off the blades ( some only sharpen one 
side of your shears).
Some sharpeners even use a file on the edge of the blades.

This process itself will rob years of life off your shears each time this process is done.

Quality scissors help build clientele..
Exceptional haircuts are the result of two things: the creative and artistic skill of the hairstyl-
ist, and the equipment that will execute that skill on the clients head.

As with any artist, really fine work is the result of a lot of small things done well. Every art-
ist must focus on the result they want to achieve, the cutting tool must be able to respond 
effortlessly.

                 “The edge on your shears could be the
                        edge on your competition.”

Maintaining your shears
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Design Tools

Blending Shears:
30 tooth
40 tooth
To remove bulk, to soften, to blend and to create movement

Razor:
Always be sure to have a sharp blade in your razor, both for your guest comfort and for the 
quality of the look you are creating.

The razor needs to be used on wet clean hair.  Using the razor will not give you a clean line.  
The razor cuts each hair shaft off at an angle. 

This tool should be used to give a lot of softness to the look. The razor is very sharp, use it 
carefully.

This technique will remove a lot of hair and bulk very quickly.

Clipper:
Clipper cutting is a barbering technique performed with an electrical clipper.  Take very good 
care of your clipper; clean, sanitize and oil after each use.  

A clipper is a tool choice for a full hair cut or may be used in detailing your work. Also can be 
used in finishing work to clean unwanted hair around the neck and ears. The clipper is a very 
fast technique, you can remove a lot of hair in a very short time.  

Should be done on dry or almost dry clean hair.  Clippers have different blades and attach-
ments to give you different lengths. (we do not rely on the use of attachments at Rocco Alto-
belli Salons)  Work with a large comb first and gradually work down to a small comb on the 
diagonal to minimize lines.
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Purchase a quiet one! You need to remember you're working with lots of them and they mul-
tiply sounds in the salon.

You will want to hold the dryer by the handle, not the nozzle.  Hold the blow dryer so your arms 
are parallel to the floor.  When blow combing long hair, start at the bottom of the head and dry 
with the heat on top of the hair.  

Blow dryers range in different sizes, shapes, weights and wattage.  We recommend no blow 
dryers over a wattage of 1850.

A blow dryer can not be run on high speed with a diffuser attachment.  It will burn out your 
dryer and/or melt the diffuser.
Low or high heat will depend on the texture of the hair.  Over touching of the hair will cause 
frizziness.  

Re-wet the hair after cutting and prior to diffusing.  Dry the hair 80% dry, do not over dry as 
this will cause frizziness.

Blow Dryer
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Flat Irons come in a variety of types and variety of sizes.  Use flat irons to smooth and flatten 
a style.  The temperature setting will vary depending on the density and texture of the hair.  
You will need to work horizontal or vertical sections using paper thin slices as transparent as 
can be to see through.

Types of Flat Irons:

Tourmaline- Crystal silicate mineral compound shows permanent electricity on earth nega-
tive ions and known for helpful smoothing components

Ceramic plates- Seal in natural moisture emits gentle "infra-red heat".  Cuticle smoothing 
negative ions and healthy for infra-red heat.  Eliminates static and frizz, locks in hair color 
and moisture

Narrow plates- Use for control and promotes shine

Curling Irons come in different widths and lengths.  When trying to achieve a strong curl, the 
hair must wrap around the iron at least 1 1/2 times.  

Ions:
Negative ions seal the cuticle, lock in moisture, humidity proof and add shine to the hair.

Technology:
Tourmaline, Ionic and Zirconia Technology are all designed to dry the hair faster, healthier, 
humidity proof styles last longer, prevents frizz and split ends.  The Zirconia Technology is the 
newest technology using other mineral resources to create healthier, shinier hair.

Plates:
Different plates on the irons allow different temperatures which have ratings that rely on the 
density of the hair.

Irons
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Rollers

Hot Rollers:
When trying to achieve a strong curl, the hair must wrap around the hot roller at least 1 1/2 
times.  Before beginning, map out what shape and design you wish to achieve.  

Wait to use hot rollers until they are heated to the temperature needed.  Allow the curls to 
completely cool before touching them.

Hold the rollers on each end for consistent tension.  The tension will also determine the curl 
pattern. 

The slice should not be any bigger than the size of the roller, take into consideration the width 
and length also.  

Types of rollers:
Ceramic rollers generate infrared heat for a faster, gentler style.  Steam rollers offer anti static 
and anti frizz options.  Ribbed rollers are tangle free.  

Velcro Rollers:
When trying to achieve a strong curl, the hair must wrap around the hot roller at least 1 1/2 
times.  Velcro is wrapped around a plastic roller to have the hair stick to the roller without 
clips.

Velcro Rollers are available in many sizes for consumer driven to use when needing support in 
their style and for those who do not wish to use heat.  Can be a gentle way to style hair.

Sizes range from 3/8" to 3 inches with 10 size options.  They are vented for faster drying.
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Draping Procedures for a Haircut 

Procedure:

1. Have the guest put a gown on, explain that the gown is put on like a robe and tied in the 
front.

2. Perform the Start to Finish Consultation at your station.
3. Bring the guest to the shampoo bowl and apply shampoo and conditioner.
4. Towel dry the guests’ hair at the shampoo bowl and carry the towel back to your station.
5. Lay the cape around the guest and secure in the back.
6. You may now begin the haircut service.
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Hair Facts
Fun hair facts you may want to know:

 Most heads have between 250,000-280,000 hairs

 Life expectancy of a hair strand is 5 years

 Average hair growth is 1/2 inch per month

 As we age hair grows slower, becomes dryer, gains texture and thins

 Puberty, pregnancy, menopause, and prescriptions will cause changes in the hair
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Logistics of Styling
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Before you begin blow drying, you will need to understand the fundamentals of blow drying.  
Important steps to blow drying are; body position, guest position, use of stands or styling 
chairs, how to hold your tools, understanding the sectioning of hair, diagramming, and direc-
tion of base.
Understanding blow drying:
The basic drying technique removes moisture/water from the hair, learning how to lay down 
the cuticle of the hair as it dries to create your desired shape.

Body position:
Your back should be straight at all times.  You should be lunging with both knees bent and 
one leg in front of the other.  Almost in a squat position with your knees bent.

Guest's position:
The guest should be sitting in a natural position and you should be adjusting the chair up and 
down as you move around the head.

Stands/Styling chairs:
Stand should be at #5 on all legs for an average height person.  The tripod bar can go up and 
down as needed.  Styling chairs- the guest's head should be at your sternum level.

How to hold your tools:
You will need to hold the dryer in one hand and your brush in the other hand.  You cannot 
put your tools down at any time during the drying.  Hair clips are not allowed during the blow 
drying.  You will learn how to work with your fingers to move the hair as needed.

Understanding the sectioning of hair:
Section according to the hair cut

Diagramming:
Style design, curl pattern, direction of flow

Blow Drying Basics
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Quadrant Blow Comb 

Description:

This style would be used if you or your guest are looking for a quick and easy curly/wavy 
style.

Technique:

1. Begin by diagramming the desired style you wish to achieve by reading through the step 
by step instructions

2. Divide the head into 3 quadrants; crown, temple, and occipital to mastoid without using 
any clips

3. Flat wrap the hair until about 80% dry
4. Choose a desired round brush; start on the top of the crown taking horizontal sections, 

blow comb the hair ON base either forward or backwards until dry depending on the de-
sired results  

5. Turn off your dryer without setting anything down
6. Holding all of your tools; use your pinky to re-roll the "on base curl shape". Wrap it on base 

and pin in place with a small clip
7. Continue through the crown section; dry, wrap on base and clip
8. After completing the crown, move to the temple section.  Take either vertical or horizon-

tal partings and dry OFF base either toward the face or away from the face.  This is your 
choice depending on the desired result.  No pinning is required for this section

9. After completing the temple section, move to the occipital/mastoid section.  Take either 
vertical or horizontal partings and dry OVER DIRECTED with your choice of forward, back, 
up or under depending on the desired style.  No pinning is required for this section

10. After completion of all of the sections depending on the desired style, you may use your 
fingers to style, a brush or a comb 
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Quadrant Blow Comb con't.
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Finishing
 A technique used to dry and finish hair.
 We finish hair to achieve a perfectly polished look, when using proper finishing   
 techniques.
 When choosing the correct technique you will gain control of the hair and   
 become a master at finishing.  You will want to finish the hair to enhance the shape  
 you have created.

Steps to finishing
1. Maintain balance between your arms and body position
2. Be comfortable.  Relax your body when you are finishing
3. Keep your elbows parallel to the floor
4. Adjust the chair height accordingly
5. Always work with the hair cut.  Finish parallel to the lines you have cut
6. Control the hair, but do not over control.  You need to let the hair move
7. The hair will go where the brush goes.  Dry in the manner you want the hair to lay or 

move
8. Spin out the ends to give them a smooth round shape
9. To create an arc in the hair you need to keep heat flow on the curve of the brush
10. An arc throughout the shaft will create a round shape
11. Your dryer needs to follow your brush, use the barrel of the dryer as another hand
12. Completely dry hair at the scalp.  If you leave it damp, it will revert
13. At the scalp is where you need the most strength

Finishing
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Push Mannequin 

1. Flat wrap nape up to occipital area; 
as you move towards the occipital 
area you will introduce elevation with 
your brush, using a lifting motion as 
you dry

2. Do not lift the hair and place the 
brush on the underneath yet, you will 
get an inconsistent shape.

3. Lift the hair just enough to get an arc 
at the base

4. As you gain length, occipital to crown 
you will create an arc at the base, 
rounding in the middle, smoothing 
and spinning on the ends

5. Temple veil section flat wrap- con-
tinue to build sides like you did in the 
back

6. To work the part; decide which side 
you want to part it to, then blow 
comb on the diagonal over the part

7. Build your style from the bottom to 
top
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Recommended Tool(s):
Finger style and denman

Recommended Base:

Recommended Product(s):

Push Mannequin 
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1. Flat wrap until 70% dry- nape and occipital
2. Pick up your slice- place tool on bottom side of 

hair- heat from dryer on top of the brush; arc 
and dry straight down, arc at base is needed

3. Once the strand is completely dried; go back 
and place tool on bottom side of your strand.  
Start on the ends- fan the hair out as your 
elevate the brush to get the ends to expand 
straight out from the head

No Push Mannequin 
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1. Flat wrap until 70% dry- nape and occipital
2. Start lifting to create arc at base rounding 

through to the ends
3. As you approach the ends, spin the hair in 

your brush leaving heat on and off as you 
spin

4. This should create a lot of shine at the 
ends as it turns under

5. See finishing notes for review to help aid 
you in the desired shape

No Push Mannequin 
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Recommended Tool(s):
Small and medium round brush

Recommended Base:

Recommended Product(s):

Push Mannequin 
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Curly Mannequin 

Recommended Tool(s):

Recommended Base:

Recommended Product(s):
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Special Occasion
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• Remember to book early! Appointments for updos on Saturdays go quickly!
• Arrive for your appointment with a button-down shirt on (it won't ruin your finished style 

when you leave)
• Most stylists prefer day-old hair.  It's easier to put up with less fly-aways and the hair is not 

as slippery so the updo lasts longer.
• Share your ideas and concerns with the stylists during the consultation and we'll share 

ours.
• Be realistic and true to your hair and face!  Three-inch hair is tough to put up in a updo 

but we have ideas to style it special and new so it looks great for your special occasion.
• Pictures are always helpful for visual aids in choosing your look.  As professionals, we'll let 

you know if the look can be achieved on your hair.
• If you'd like something woven or placed in your hair, be sure to bring it along.  If you're 

not sure it can be done, give us a call and talk to your stylist.  It's better to be prepared.
• Be sure to communicate with your stylist.  Updos for special occasions are very personal.  

Be sure to let them know if you like your style loose or sleek.  During the updo, let them 
know if it feels secure.  We want your style to last for you!

Materials needed for Special Occasion Styles~
• Irons~ large, small and flat
• bobbie pins
• hair pins
• product such as Play Spray and Witch Hazel
• bristle brush
• comb for back combing
• cape
Guests will have Special Occasion Styles for events such as:
Prom    Fashion Shows
New Years Eve  Red Carpet Events
Weddings   Governor's Ball
Brides Maid   T.V. appearance
Mother of Bride  Ballet
Corporate Function  Opera
Holiday Party

Helpful Hints for a Successful Updo
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1. Pick up your desired slice
2. Start in the middle of your slice by placing your iron so that the opening side is facing you
3. Wrap the hair down first on the back side to the floor
4. Rotate your wrist crossing over the top of the rod
5. Slide into the "V"
6. One hand holds the end of the strand, don't let go otherwise you will lose your end
7. Crossover like an "X"
8. Rotate, click, click, click- keep holding your end as it slides to the center

Curl Formations -6
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Curl Formations -9

1. Pick up your desired slice
2. Start in the middle of your slice by placing your iron so that the opening side is facing you
3. Wrap the hair up first on the back side to the floor
4. Rotate your wrist crossing over the bottom of the rod
5. Slide into the "V"
6. One hand holds the end of the strand, don't let go otherwise you will lose your end
7. Crossover like an "X"
8. Rotate, click, click, click- keep holding your end as it slides to the center
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Materials needed:
Backcombing comb, bristle brush, bobby pins, Playspray hairspray, mirror, hair pins

1. Hair should be "dressed" from curling work 
2. With a "backcombing comb", back comb a mohawk section and 1 inch around hairline
3. Smooth hair with a bristle brush in one direction, making sure there is an uplifting design 

by the temple, ear and back low interior
4. Starting from bottom crisscross bobby pins in a locking fashion positioning pins on the 

side of part
5. In the opposite direction smooth hair in an upward direction, when smooth tuck tails in 

to create a roll
6. Starting from bottom working to top using a grab and push in motion with a "hair pin" 

create a nice seam
7. Looking in the mirror, create your design for guests facial features on which way to roll 

and part
8. Spray with Playspray.  Tip: You can re-pin with bobby pins to secure style and then take 

out hairpins to create a perfect "non" pin seam

Classic French Twist
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Materials needed:
Back combing comb, bobby pins, Honey wax, hair binder, Playspray

1. Determine the position of bun from guest consultation and length of hair.  (Short hair 
cannot have high bun, hair cannot travel without falling out) Classic Bun is usually placed 
above the occipital

2. Using a finishing product like honey wax, smooth hair into a ponytail
3. Separate your tail into 2 sections, back comb each section.  Tip: always back comb on the 

inside of section and smooth on the outside
4. Twist sections creating a rope look
5. Take rope creation and wrap around ponytail
6. Secure with booby pins using the grab and push in method
7. Spray with Playspray

Low Elevation Bun:

Same as Classic Bun step by step, although Low Elevation Bun is placed below the occipital

Classic Bun/ Low Elevation Bun
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French Braid (3 strand):

1. Comb or brush hair out and straight back away from the face.
2. Take a crescent shaped section, in veil section, centered with the center profile point.
3. Divide this crescent shaped section into 3 equal strands.
4. Cross right strand over center strand, then cross left strand over center strand, tighten to 

lock into place.
5. Pick up hair on right side and add to the strand on the right (from crescent shape) com-

bine, now cross over center strand.
6. Pick up hair on left side and add to the strand on the left, combine strands and cross over 

center strands.
7. Continue this process, all the way down the head, moving right to left. 

Key points: Take equal amounts of hair when adding in. For a tighter braid take diagonal 
forward sections when adding in to main strand.  The smaller the add-in section you take the 
tighter the braid would be.

Inverted Braid (3 strand):

Same process as above except hair crosses under center strand

French & Inverted Braid (3 strand)
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Fishtail Braid (2 strand):

1. Take a section of hair and divide it into 2 strands.
2. Take a small piece of hair from the underpart of the right strand, bring around the outside 

and cross-over adding to the left strand.
3. Take a small strand from the under part of the left strand, bring around the outside of the 

left strand cross-over and add to the right strand.
4. Continue the process until you run out of hair or desire for the braid to stop.

4 Strand Braid:

1. Take a large crescent shaped section from the veil section, extending from the right 
temple point to the left temple point.

2. Divide the hair into 4 equal sections.
3. Take the outside right strand, crossover the strand to the left, under next strand and over 

last strand.
4. Take the 2nd strand in from the left and crossover the next strand to the right and under 

the last strand.
5. Take a diagonal forward section on the right side of the head, add to the outer strand on 

the right, combine and cross over the strand to the left.

Fishtail Braid (2 strand) & 4 Strand Braid
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Materials needed:
Back combing comb, bobby pins, Playspray hairspray, mirror

Consultation (things to determine)
• What kind of fullness does the guest need for facial features and the occasion; sleek, 

slightly full, really full
• What kind of texture; sleek, wave, curl
• Where should the updo's weight be; high, medium, low
• After determining all factors, start updo

1. Dress hair
2. Tip: to make fullness and a place to secure pins, a "nest" is a good idea.  
3. Take a section of hair where you want the weight of the updo to  be sitting and back comb 

section, wrap and secure with bobby pins, "loose nest, loose updo"
4. Taking sections from one side, working to another and secure with bobby pins to create 

your style
5. Always looking in the mirror for balance, or may be symmetrical or asymmetrical depend-

ing on style choice

Some Up Some Down
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Personalization & Creativity
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Texturizing techniques are used to enhance your haircut to give shape, movement and tex-
ture to the line you have cut.  These techniques can be done on many types of hair from 
thin to very thick or dense.  You will want to envision where you plan to use any of these 
techniques to ensure proper placement.  If texturizing is used correctly when cutting natu-
rally curly hair, you can break up the strength of the wave pattern.

Notching
Notching takes the hard clean edge away from the line that you have cut ensuring 
softness
Notching can be done as you are layering the hair to break up the ends or to create  
an unevenness

Slicing
With slicing you can create wisps and piecy looks without losing the length
Removes bulk, creates softness, can be used on many types of hair
Creates a movement working from scalp to ends
Sliding through at an angle from the scalp creates more movement
Sliding through vertical from the scalp creates refined pieces

Razor
Done on wet, clean hair
Always have a sharp blade
The razor cuts at an angle, cutting the hair shaft to create softness without blunt lines

Twist cutting
Breaks up bulk
Creates lots of movement and gives you texture
Remember the bend of the hair
Cut below the bend and you will create spikes above the bend of the hair

Effilating    
A technique you can use to break up and create very soft movement on the ends of 
the hair shaft by backcombing the hair with your shear
Removes bulk and weight

Techniques
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Tapering a hairline or a sideboard really is like graduating the head shape starting at zero 
at the hairline and slowly building to more length as you move up the head. 
When working shear over comb, be sure to move your hand and your shear at the same 
speed.  It does not matter how fast, as long as both are at the exact same speed.  Your 
shear should be perfectly parallel to your comb.  It is essential that your stationary blade 
stay stationary.  It is very easy to start to move your fingers and not just your thumb.

Clippering and shear over comb are very similar techniques.  Regardless, both take a lot of 
practice, and you really need to see a perfectly tapered haircut to understand what your 
end goal is.  

• Work in columns to give organization and set a guide.
• Work slightly diagonal and against the growth patterns.
• When you see your guide disappear in your comb, cut anything else that is sticking out 

of the comb.
• Keep the head position straight up.
• Periodically look away from your work.
• Feel for bumps, scars, thin spots, birthmarks, rolls of skin, and occipital bone before 

you start cutting.  You may need to compensate for these areas.
• Check your work from a profile view.
• Use your mirrors.

Shear Over Comb (S.O.C.)
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Shear Over Comb Techniques

Shear Over Comb- Interior Fringe

Mannequin:
Baseline:
Slices:
Elevation:

1. Pre-read notes regarding shear over comb
2. Wet mannequin head down with water
3. Practice holding shears first (no puppets)
4. 
5. 
6. 

Shear Over Comb- Veil 

Mannequin:
Baseline:
Slices:
Elevation:

1. Pre-read notes regarding shear over comb
2. Wet mannequin head down with water
3. Practice holding shears first (no puppets)
4. 
5. 
6. 
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Shear Over Comb Techniques con't.

Shear Over Comb- Interior and Exterior

Mannequin:
Baseline:
Slices:
Elevation:

1. Pre-read notes regarding shear over comb
2. Wet mannequin head down with water
3. Practice holding shears first (no puppets)
4. Look at the occipital length, this is your ex-

pansion so do not cut into it
5. Work from 0 to expansion length of 1"
6. Temple area as well, 0 to 1"

Shear Over Comb- Veil and Interior

Mannequin:
Baseline:
Slices:
Elevation:

1. Pre-read notes regarding shear over comb
2. Wet mannequin head down with water
3. Practice holding shears first (no puppets)
4. Look at the occipital length, this is your ex-

pansion so do not cut into it
5. Work from 0 to expansion length of 1"
6. Temple area as well, 0 to 1"
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Flat Top

Mannequin:
Baseline:
Slices:
Elevation:

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Work veil mastoid cranial division.  0 de-

gree crown
3. Create a flat square shape
4. Stop and start in recession and crown 

area
5. Work from the top of the head out
6. Keep comb flat, no rounding of temple 

area to desired length
7. Once top and occipital/temple are cut, 

comb recession area down and cut hori-
zontal to weight line.  This will keep you 
square
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Verticals
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Point to Point 3” all over

Mannequin: 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Pick up desired points in veil points, cut to 3” 
3. Cut external points 3”
4. When all your points are cut (veil & external) then connect them using the round of the 

head
5. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Point to Point 2” all over

Mannequin: 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Pick up desired points in veil points, cut to 2” 
3. Cut external points 2”
4. When all your points are cut (veil & external) then connect them using the round of the 

head
5. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Vertical

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Vertical
Slices: 8
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Slice a section at the top of the ear point on the right side
4. Using the top of the ear point as a guide cut vertical creating the design line, this will be 

the stationary guide line
5. Slice a vertical section, drag this slice back to the design line and cut to the stationary 

guide line 
6. Continue with vertical slices and cutting to the stationary guide line at the top of the ear 

point
7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
8. Repeat steps #1-6 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Vertical con’t.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Vertical
Slices: 8
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Slice a section from the Axis point to the Occipital point on the right side
4. Using the Axis point as a guide cut vertical creating the design line
5. This will be the traveling guideline
6. Continue with vertical slices and cutting with the design line as you travel through the 

right side
7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
8. Repeat steps #1-7 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Asymmetrical
Mannequin: 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Start with finger length
3. Cut from nape to occipital and temple
4. Vertical slices about 1/4” in (no more than 1/2” per pinch) 
5. Using a moving guide, follow neutral to the head while cutting
6. On the top, cut neutral with horizontal slices
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Diagonal Back
-180
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Diagonal Back

Baseline: Diagonal back
Slices: 8
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point and clip the left side out of the way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. Using comb tension, cut a horizontal pen-
cil width piece at the back center profile 
point

5. Below the base of the neck at the front 
center profile point, using comb tension, 
cut a horizontal pencil width piece at the 
veil

6. Use the front center profile veil section 
and cut diagonally to the back center 
profile point you just created, using comb 
tension

7. Slice diagonal back from the front cen-
ter profile point to the back center profile 
point, using comb tension cut the second 
slice

8. Continue to do the next slices the same 
as your previous slice above

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of nine slices

10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal back
Slices: 4
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point and clip the left side out of the 
way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. At the back center profile point, using 
comb tension, cut a horizontal pencil 
width piece at the veil

5. The front center profile point should 
stay the same and be used as a guide 
for the front.

6. Use the front center profile veil section 
and cut diagonally to the back center 
profile point you just created, using 
comb tension

7. Slice diagonal back from the front cen-
ter profile point to the back center pro-
file point, using comb tension cut the 
second slice

8. Continue to do the next slices the same 
as your previous slice above

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of five slices

10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.
Baseline: Diagonal back
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point 
and clip the left side out of the way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. At the back center profile point, using 
comb tension, cut a horizontal pencil 
width piece at the veil

5. The front center profile point should stay 
the same and be used as a guide for the 
front.

6. Use the front center profile veil section 
and cut diagonally to the back center pro-
file point you just created, using comb 
tension

7. Slice diagonal back from the front cen-
ter profile point to the back center profile 
point, using comb tension cut the second 
slice

8. Continue to do the next slice the same as 
your previous slice above

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of three slices

10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal back
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point and clip the left side out of the 
way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. At the back center profile point, using 
comb tension, cut a horizontal pencil 
width piece at the veil

5. The front center profile point should 
stay the same and be used as a guide 
for the front.

6. Use the front center profile veil section 
and cut diagonally to the back center 
profile point you just created, using 
comb tension

7. Slice diagonal back from the front cen-
ter profile point to the back center pro-
file point, using comb tension cut the 
second slice

8. Continue to do the next slice the same 
as your previous slice above

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of three slices

10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal back
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point and clip the left side out of the 
way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. At the back center profile point, using 
comb tension, cut a horizontal pencil 
width piece at the veil

5. The front center profile point should 
stay the same and be used as a guide 
for the front.

6. Use the front center profile veil section 
and cut diagonally to the back center 
profile point you just created, using 
comb tension

7. Slice diagonal back from the front cen-
ter profile point to the back center pro-
file point, using comb tension cut the 
second slice

8. Continue to do the next slice the same 
as your previous slice above

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of three slices

10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the front ear point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Measure a pencil width slice at the pupil 

point.  Cut 1/4" off of this slice.  
6. Using this pupil point as a guide, cut di-

agonal back to the front ear point.  Do 
not cut the front ear point

7. Slice diagonal back and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut us-
ing comb tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of three slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back
Slices: 4
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center 

profile point to the front ear point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using this temple point as a guide, cut 

diagonal back to the top of the ear point.  
Do not cut the temple point

6. Slice diagonal back and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

7. Continue to slice diagonal back and cut 
using comb tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
comb tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing a total of five slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back
Slices: 4
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the front ear point on the right 
side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using this temple point as a guide, cut di-

agonal back to the back of the ear point.  
Do not cut the temple point

6. Slice diagonal back and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

7. Continue to slice diagonal back and cut us-
ing comb tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
comb tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing a total of five slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back 
Slices: 5
Elevation: Comb tension/free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front of ear point 

to the mastoid point
3. Slice the veil out from the front of ear point 

to the left mastoid point on the right side
4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front of the ear 

point and the mastoid point, make your 
first cut

6. These two points will be your guides
7. Slice a second slice and cut using comb 

tension/free fall to match the baseline
8. Continue slicing and cut using comb ten-

sion/free fall to match the baseline
9. Release the remaining hair and cut using 

comb tension/free fall to match the base-
line

10. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

 
Baseline: Diagonal Back 
Slices: 5
Elevation: Finger Tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front of ear point 

to the mastoid point
3. Slice the veil out from the front of ear point 

to the left mastoid point on the right side
4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front of the ear point 

and the mastoid point, make your first cut
6. These two points will be your guides
7. Slice a second slice and cut using finger 

tension/no elevation to match the baseline
8. Continue slicing and cut using finger ten-

sion/no elevation to match the baseline
9. Release the remaining hair and cut using 

finger tension/no elevation to match the 
baseline

10. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back 
Slices: 5
Elevation: Comb tension/free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front of ear point 

to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front of ear 

point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front of the ear 

point and the back center profile point, 
make your first cut

6. These two points will be your guides
7. Slice a second slice and cut using comb 

tension/free fall to match the baseline
8. Continue slicing and cut using comb ten-

sion/free fall to match the baseline
9. Release the remaining hair and cut using 

comb tension/free fall to match the base-
line

10. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back 
Slices: 4
Elevation: Finger Tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front of ear 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front of ear 

point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Cut 1/2" off the front of the ear point. 

The back center profile point will stay 
the same. Create your baseline by cut-
ting from the front of the ear point to 
the back center profile point.

6. These two points will be your guides
7. Slice a second slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
8. Continue slicing and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
9. Release the remaining hair and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline
10. Ending the hair cut design on the right 

side, completing all slices
11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve 

 
Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve   
Slices: 0
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back of the ear point 
on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front 

center profile point, cut the hair at the 
middle of the lip

6. Using this center profile point as a guide, 
cut diagonal back to the back of the ear 
point.  Do not cut the center profile point

7. Release the remaining hair and cut us-
ing comb tension to match the baseline

8. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back of the ear point 
on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front 

center profile point, cut the hair at the 
tip of the nose

6. Using this center profile point as a 
guide, cut diagonal back to the back of 
the ear point.  Do not cut the center 
profile point

7. Slice a C curve slice and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut us-
ing comb tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve   
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the back of the ear point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front 

center profile point, cut the hair at the 
bridge of the nose

6. Using this center profile point as a guide, 
cut diagonal back to the back of the ear 
point.  Do not cut the center profile point

7. Slice a C curve slice and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
comb tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve   
Slices: 2
Elevation: Finger tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back of the ear point 
on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front 

center profile point, cut the hair at the 
bridge of the nose

6. Using this center profile point as a 
guide, cut diagonal back to the back of 
the ear point using finger tension.  Do 
not cut the center profile point

7. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 
tension to match the baseline

8. Release the remaining hair and cut us-
ing finger tension to match the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 3
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back of the ear point 
on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center pro-

file point at the bridge of the nose, shift 
this guide up

6. Use the guide at the back of the ear 
point and shift this guide up

7. These two points will be your guides
8. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Release the remaining hair and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline
11. Ending the hair cut design on the right 

side, completing all slices
12. Repeat steps #1-11 on other side 
13. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Back C Curve con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 8
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back of the ear point 
on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center pro-

file point at the bridge of the nose, shift 
this guide up

6. Use the guide at the back of the ear point 
and shift this guide up to the eye

7. These two points will be your guides
8. Slice a C curve slice  and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
9. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut 

using finger tension to match the base-
line

10. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

11. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

12. Repeat steps #1-11 on other side 
13. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature 

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Natural head elevation

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center pro-

file point at the bridge of the nose, shift 
this guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear 
point and cut with finger tension free 
fall

7. These two points will be your guides
8. Slice a C curve slice and cut natural head 

elevation to match the baseline
9. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut 

natural head elevation to match the 
baseline, cutting T to the baseline

10. The slices will cross over in the back at 
the center profile point to the mastoid 
point on the other side (see back of 
head diagram)

11. Release the remaining hair and cut nat-
ural head elevation to match the base-
line

12. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

13. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
14. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Natural head elevation

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this 
guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point 
and cut off 1/2" with finger tension free 
fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" 
off 

8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline, 
cutting T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side (see back of head diagram)

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center 

profile point to the back center profile 
point

3. Slice the veil out from the front center 
profile point to the back center profile 
point on the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center pro-

file point at the bridge of the nose, shift 
this guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear 
point and cut off 1/2" with finger tension 
free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" 
off 

8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut 

using finger tension to match the base-
line, cutting T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at 
the center profile point to the mastoid 
point on the other side (see back of head 
diagram)

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right 
side, completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this 
guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point 
and cut off 1/2" with finger tension free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" off 
8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline, 
cutting T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back 
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Begin with an off side profile point. The 

head will be slightly tipped to the opposite 
side

3. Start on the side with less weight
4. Slice a diagonal back to mirror your points 

about 1/2 inch, clip remaining hair up
5. 1st section is cut perpendicular to your 

slice; on the skin or comb tension
6. Continue to the other side, slice diagonal 

back to mirror your points as the previous 
side , cut your design line the same as the 
previous side

7. Continue 1" slices up the head using finger 
tension, perpendicular to the slice with no 
elevation

8. The left and right side will be cut together
9. When you run out of hair to cut (temple 

and crown area), stand behind the head, 
tip the head forward and comb the hair 
free fall

10. Cut a neutral push from the desired push 
that was created from cutting side to side

11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this 
guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point 
and cut off 1/2" with finger tension free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" off 
8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline, 
cutting T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side 

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center pro-

file point to the back center profile point on 
the right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this 
guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point 
and cut off 1/2" with finger tension free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" off 
8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger 

tension to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut us-

ing finger tension to match the baseline, 
cutting T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side 

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using 
finger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this guide 
up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point and 
cut off 1/2" with finger tension free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" off 
8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger ten-

sion to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut using 

finger tension to match the baseline, cutting 
T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side 

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using fin-
ger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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C curvature con't.

Baseline: Diagonal Back C Curve    
Slices: 7
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the guide at the front center profile 

point at the bridge of the nose, shift this 
guide up, cut 1/2" off 

6. Use the guide at the front of the ear point 
and cut off 1/2" with finger tension free fall

7. At the back center profile point cut 1/2" off 
8. These points will be your guides
9. Slice a C curve slice and cut using finger ten-

sion to match the baseline
10. Continue slicing a C curve slice and cut using 

finger tension to match the baseline, cutting 
T to the baseline

11. The slices will cross over in the back at the 
center profile point to the mastoid point on 
the other side 

12. Release the remaining hair and cut using fin-
ger tension to match the baseline

13. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

14. Repeat steps #1-12 on other side 
15. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Horizontal/Neutral
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Neutral 

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Neutral 
Slices: 8
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Cut natural free fall 1/2" shorter than previous 

baseline. Length should be at the middle of 
the neck

6. Continue slicing out approximately 8- 1" sec-
tions and cut at natural free fall with the base-
line

7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing a total of nine slices

8. Repeat steps #1-7 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Neutral con't.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Neutral 
Slices: 4
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Cut natural free fall 1/2" shorter than previous 

baseline 
6. Slice the nape from the nape point to the back 

of the ear 
7. Cut natural free fall to match the baseline 
8. Slice below the occipital point to the front veil 
9. Cut natural free fall to match the baseline
10. Slice between the axis point and the exterior 

fringe point to the veil 
11. Cut natural free fall to match the baseline
12. Release the remaining hair 
13. Cut natural free fall to match the baseline
14. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 

completing a total of five slices
15. Repeat steps #1-14 on other side 
16. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Neutral
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point 

to the back center profile point and clip the left 
side out of the way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 
point to the back center profile point on the right 
side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Cut natural free fall 1/2" shorter than previous 

baseline 
6. Slice above the occipital point to the front veil 
7. Cut natural free fall to match baseline
8. Release the remaining hair 
9. Cut natural free fall to match baseline
10. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, com-

pleting a total of three slices
11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice

Neutral con't.
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Neutral con't.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Neutral
Slices: 0
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point and clip 
the left side out of the way

3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 
point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the front center profile point as a guide
6. Cut with comb tension, neutral from the front 

center profile point to the back center profile 
point to create the baseline 

7. Release the remaining hair 
8. Continue to do the next slice the same as your 

previous slice above
9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 

completing a total of two slices
10. Repeat steps 1-9 on the left side
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Combo Neutral 

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Combo Neutral
Slices: 0
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the front ear point on the right side
4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using the front ear point as a guide, cut neu-

tral to the front center profile point
6. Release the remaining hair and cut using 

comb tension to match the baseline
7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 

completing a total of two slices
8. Repeat steps #1-7 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Forward 

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Diagonal Forward
Slices: 8
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. At the back center profile point using comb ten-

sion, measure 1/2" shorter and cut a    horizon-
tal pencil width piece at the veil

6. Use the back center profile point you just creat-
ed and cut diagonally to the front center profile 
point, using comb tension to create the base-
line.  The front center profile point is the guide- 
do not cut this guide

7. Slice diagonal forward and cut using comb ten-
sion to match the baseline

8. Continue slicing out approximately 8- 1"    slices 
and cut at natural free fall diagonal   forward 
with the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing a total of nine slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Forward con't.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Diagonal Forward
Slices: 4
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. At the back center profile point using comb 

tension, measure 1/2" shorter and cut a hor-
izontal pencil width piece at the veil

6. Use the back center profile point you just 
created and cut diagonally to the front center 
profile point, using comb tension to create 
the baseline. The front center profile point is 
the guide- do not cut this guide

7. Slice diagonal forward and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

8. Continue slicing out approximately 5 slices 
and cut at natural free fall diagonal forward 
with the baseline

9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing a total of five slices

10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Forward con't.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Diagonal Forward
Slices: 2
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. At the back center profile point using comb 

tension, measure 1/2" shorter and cut a hori-
zontal pencil width piece at the veil

6. The back center profile point should now be  1" 
below the back hairline

7. Use the back center profile point you just cre-
ated and cut diagonally to the front center 
profile point, using comb tension to create the 
baseline. The front center profile point is the 
guide- do not cut this guide

8. Slice diagonal forward and cut using comb ten-
sion to match the baseline

9. Release the final slice and cut at natural free 
fall diagonal forward with the baseline

10. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing a total of three slices

11. Repeat steps #1-10 on other side 
12. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Forward con't.

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Diagonal Forward
Slices: 8
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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Combo #15

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Combo    
Slices: 5 & 8 
Elevation: Comb tension/ free fall

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice the veil out from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point on the 
right side

4. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
5. Using a pencil width guide at the back of the 

ear point, cut 1/2" off
6. Using this pupil point as a guide, cut diagonal 

back to the back of the ear point.  Do not cut 
the pupil point

7. Slice diagonal back and cut using comb ten-
sion to match the baseline

8. Continue to slice diagonal back and cut using 
comb tension to match the baseline

9. Release the remaining hair and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

10. Using a pencil width guide at the back center 
profile point, cut 1/2" off

11. Using the back center profile point as a guide, 
cut a diagonal forward to match up with the 
back of the ear point

12. Continue to slice diagonal forward and cut us-
ing comb tension to match the baseline

13. Release the remaining hair and cut using comb 
tension to match the baseline

14. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

15. Repeat steps #1-14 on other side 
16. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Diagonal Forward
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Radial #1

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point slightly forward (A) and cut the 

hair high neutral at 12"
5. Using this axis point as a guide, slice from (A) to (B) Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral 

(this will be the stationary guide)
6. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point slightly back (B) 

and cut the hair at 12"
7. Using the front center profile point and the Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral (this will 

be the stationary guide)
8. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high neutral with a stationary guide
9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's 

choice
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Radial #4

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward and cut 1/2" off 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external 

connecting the two points (this will be the stationary guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a stationary 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #5

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External Traveling Guide 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point 

to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width slice from the axis point to 

the front center profile point, cut high external to 
create a guide 

5. Take a radial slice from the axis point to the             
pupil point, using a traveling guide cut the base-
line (#1)

6. Continue radial slices to the temple point cutting 
high external with a traveling guide (#2)

7. Take radial slices from the back of the ear point 
to the temple point, cutting high external with a 
traveling guide (#3 & #4) 

8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, com-
pleting all slices

9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External Traveling Guide 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point 

to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width slice from the axis point to the 

temple point, cut high external to create a guide 
5. Take a radial slice to from the axis point to the 

temple point, using a traveling guide cut the base-
line (#1)

6. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point 
cutting high external with a traveling guide (#2)

7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, com-
pleting all slices

8. Repeat steps #1-7 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice

Radial #6
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Radial #7

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward and cut 1/2" off 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This point 

will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external      

connecting the two points (this will be the traveling guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a traveling guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #8

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward and cut 1/2" off 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external      

connecting the two points (this will be the traveling guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a traveling 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #9

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward and cut 1/2" off 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This point 

will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external      

connecting the two points (this will be the traveling guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a traveling guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #10

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Wet mannequin down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward and cut 1/2" off 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external      

connecting the two points (this will be the traveling guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a traveling 

guide
8. Continue radial slices behind the ear cutting high external with a traveling guide to the top 

of the ear point
9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Vertical 
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Vertical Diagonal Back
Mannequin: 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Take a slightly diagonal slice below the temple to the front of the ear.  Roll wrist and cut 

to approximately 1 1/2”
3. Take the next slice parallel to the first from the top of the ear, pulled slightly down and 

forward. Use the 1st slice as a guide, match to previous slice and cut 
4. Take the next slice from the temple hairline to the back of the ear, pull slightly down and 

forward towards the previous slice and cut
5. Take a c-curve slice from the veil section over the ear and into the nape.  This slice is again 

pulled slightly forward and down into the previous and cut using it as the guide
6. The next slice is over directed slightly forward and down and cut matching the previous 

slice, continue cutting until you reach the back center profile point
7. Continue two more slices past the back center profile point
8. Repeat on the other side
9. Style the hair
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Creative Point to Point #1

Mannequin: 
Baseline:    
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
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Creative Point to Point #2

Mannequin: 
Baseline:    
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
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Creative Point to Point #3

Mannequin: 
Baseline:    
Slices: 
Elevation: 

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
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Radial Design Lines
+45
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Radial #1

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point slightly forward (A) and cut 

the hair high neutral at 12"
5. Using this axis point as a guide, slice from (A) to (B) Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral 

(this will be the stationary guide)
6. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point slightly back 

(B) and cut the hair at 12"
7. Using the front center profile point and the Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral (this will 

be the stationary guide)
8. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high neutral with a stationary 

guide
9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's 

choice
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Radial #2

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point slightly forward and cut        

1/2" off the guide external
5. Using a pencil width guide at the Exterior Fringe point, direct this point slightly back.  This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the Exterior Fringe point, cut high external (this 

will be the stationary guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a stationary 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #3

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward.  This point will not 

be cut, only used as a guide  
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back.  This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide  
6. Using this axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external 

connecting the two points (this will be the stationary guide)
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a stationary 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #1

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point slightly forward (A) and cut 

the hair high neutral at 12"
5. Using this axis point as a guide, slice from (A) to (B) Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral 

(this will be the stationary guide)
6. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point slightly back 

(B) and cut the hair at 12"
7. Using the front center profile point and the Exterior Fringe point, cut high neutral (this will 

be the stationary guide)
8. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high neutral with a stationary 

guide
9. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
10. Repeat steps #1-9 on other side 
11. Finishing technique is educator's 

choice
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Radial #2

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point slightly forward and cut 1/2" 

off the guide external. 
5. Using a pencil width guide at the Exterior Fringe point, direct this point slightly back. This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide.
6. Using the axis point as a guide, slice to the Exterior Fringe point, cut high external (this 

will be the stationary guide) 
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a stationary 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on the other side
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Radial #3

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: High External 
Slices:  Radial 4
Elevation: Finger tension/external

1. Dampen hair with water bottle
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Clip the remaining hair out of the way
4. Using a pencil width guide at the axis point, direct this point forward. This point will not 

be cut, only used as a guide.
5. Using a pencil width guide at the front center profile point, direct this point back. This 

point will not be cut, only used as a guide.
6. Using the axis point as a guide, slice to the front center profile point, cut high external 

connecting the two points (this will be the stationary guide) 
7. Continue radial slices to the top of the ear point cutting high external with a stationary 

guide
8. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on the other side
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Vertical #1

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Vertical
Slices: 8
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile 

point to the back center profile point
3. Slice a section from the Axis point to the            

Occipital point on the right side
4. Using the Axis point as a guide cut vertical     

creating the design line
5. Slice a vertical section ending at the top of the  

ear. Drag this slice back to the design line and 
cut to the design line 

6. Continue with vertical slices and cutting with 
the design line 

7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, 
completing all slices

8. Repeat steps #1-6 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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Vertical #2

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: Vertical
Slices: 8
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section the hair from the front center profile point to the back center profile point
3. Slice a section at the back of the ear point on the right side
4. Using the back of the ear point as a guide cut vertical creating the design line, this will be 

the stationary guide line
5. Slice a vertical section, drag this slice back to the design line and cut to the stationary 

guide line 
6. Continue with vertical slices and cutting to the stationary guide line at the back of the ear 

point
7. Ending the hair cut design on the right side, completing all slices
8. Repeat steps #1-6 on other side 
9. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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#11

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Section out the parietal ridge to the temple point
3. Take a slice at the top of the ear (original line)
4. Body position is in front of the slice
5. Cut from short to long
6. Cut external traveling to the back center profile point
7. Nape is dropping out
8. Continue cutting vertical, working external in the internal back section
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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#12

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Similar to previous (#11) haircut
3. Begin at the back center profile point
4. Take a slice and cut slightly external traveling to the top of the ear point
5. Nape is dropping out
6. Cut from short to long
7. Continue cutting vertical, working external
8. At the top of the ear point, take radial slices shifted to the back of the ear point until you 

reach the front
9. Repeat steps #1-8 on other side 
10. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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#13

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Begin at the back of the ear point
3. Cut neutral neutral to the back center profile point
4. Repeat steps #1-3 on other side 
5. Clean up the baseline as desired
6. Finishing technique is educator's choice
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#14

Mannequin: Jessica 
Baseline: 
Slices: 
Elevation: Finger tension

1. Wet mannequin head down with water
2. Begin at the back center profile point
3. Working vertically, shifting internal
4. The back center profile point will be a stationary guide
5. Continue to the back of the ear point
6. Repeat steps #1-5 on other side 
7. Finishing technique is educator's choice


